We observed optical bistability as well as oscillations in the upper bistable branch when cold ytterbium atoms are dispersively coupled to a high finesse optical cavity. Comparable previous observations were explained by atomic density oscillations in case of a Bose-Einstein-Condensate or optical pumping in case of a cold cloud of cesium. Both explanations do not apply in our case of thermal atoms with only a single ground state. We propose a simple two-level model including saturation to describe our experimental results. This paper introduces the experimental setup, derives the mentioned model and compares it to our experimental data. Good quantitative agreement supports our model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bistability describes a hysteresis-like phenomenon where a system exposed to the same input values can reach two different states depending on its own history. In optics this typically occurs when a feedback-providing cavity is combined with a nonlinear medium. The nonlinearity might be either absorptive as for saturable absorbers or dispersive as for media that change their refractive index with light intensity. Many different materials like atomic vapors, ruby, Kerr liquids and semiconductors were used and investigated starting in the 70's [1, 2] , mainly driven by the search for all-optical logic and switching devices. Nowadays, also quantum systems like ultra-cold atoms, Bose-Einstein-Condensates (BEC) and superconducting qubits [3, 4] are used as media while at the same time single photons became sufficient to produce bistable behavior [5, 6] , extending the scope of application from all-optical to quantum logic devices.
Here, we report the observation of optical bistability and oscillations in cold ytterbium extending similar studies with cold atoms [5, 7] and a BEC [6, 8] . While the previous observations were explained by a competition of optical pumping and saturation [7] or atomic density oscillations [6] , these explanations do not apply in our case of a thermal cloud instead of a BEC and atoms with only a single ground state excluding optical pumping processes. Therefore, we present a simple two-level model incorporating saturation that describes our observations. This paper starts by introducing our setup and measurement routine in section II. Section III derives a theoretical model, describes the principle working mechanism in figure 3 , and compares the model quantitatively to our measurements. Finally, section IV discusses the oscillations that occur in the upper bistable branch.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our setup (figure 1) consists of a cloud of cold ytterbium 174 Yb atoms that are continuously trapped in- We pump a high-finesse optical cavity and scan over its resonance recording the transmission curve with a photo multiplier tube (PMT). We trap cold ytterbium atoms inside the resonator using the strong, blue 1 S0→ 1 P1 transition and tune the cavity field close to the narrower green 1 S0→ 3 P1 transition. This induces strong dispersive effects between atoms and cavity field and leads to a deformation of the transmission peak. With a camera we monitor the spacial overlap of the atoms (green) with the cavity mode (red dot). side a high finesse optical cavity. The magneto-optical trap operates on the 1 S 0 → 1 P 1 transition with an intensity of ∼ 0.5 I sat , a detuning of 0.86 Γ, a MOT gradient of 36 G/cm and is constantly replenished by a Zeemanslowed atomic beam. We trap about 10 7 atoms at a temperature of 3 mK [9] . The trap is permanently refilled from an atomic oven and the number of trapped atoms is adjusted by a mechanical shutter that controls the influx of new atoms.
Our cavity consists of two highly reflective mirrors in Fabry-Perot configuration. It is resonant with the 1 S 0 → 3 P 1 transition and has a linewidth of κ = 2π × 70 kHz (finesse F = 55 000) and a waist radius of w 0 = 90 µm. We arXiv:1808.03132v1 [quant-ph] 9 Aug 2018 use a comparatively large cavity of 4.74 cm which leaves enough space to trap atoms directly inside the cavity [10] .
This long cavity leads to an atom-photon coupling of g 0 = 2π × 30 kHz corresponding to a cooperativity of C = 0.1 which is below the strong-coupling threshold for single atoms. Nevertheless, for a sufficient number of atoms (N > 10) we easily reach the collective strong coupling regime. We control and check the atom-cavity overlap by looking along the cavity axis using a CCD camera; the cavity mirrors are 90 % transparent for blue light. Therefore, we observe the cavity mode and the trap stray light at the same time (figure 1), and by centering the MOT (≈1 mm diameter) in the cavity we establish an overlap of 1% between all trapped atoms and the cavity mode. Thus, a typical number of N 10 5 atoms is coupled to the cavity.
For the measurements presented in this paper we pump the fundamental mode of the cavity with a pump frequency ω p and a pump-cavity detuning ∆ pc = ω p − ω c while we fix the cavity resonance ω c at a detuning of ∆ ca = ω c − ω a = +30 MHz (160 Γ) from the atomic resonance ω a which makes the atoms a dispersive, rather than absorptive, medium inside the cavity. We then modulate the pump frequency in the vicinity of the cavity resonance scanning over 1234 kHz during 0.2 s at a pump power of 135 µW. We scan with increasing and decreasing pump frequency and record the transmission with a photo multiplier tube (PMT). For calibration each scan is performed twice: once with an empty cavity and a second time with atoms. The center of the Lorentzian peak in absence of atoms defines zero pump detuning. The presence of atoms inside the cavity alters the transmission profile significantly, showing typical signatures of optical bistability. For low atom numbers the Lorentzian curve becomes asymmetric and for higher atoms numbers we record steep rises and drops at different frequencies depending on the scan direction (figure 2).
III. THEORETICAL MODEL
In this section we develop a model that explains how the cavity transmission line shape is modified by the presence of atoms. Such a model has already been presented for a BEC and low photon numbers [6] . In our setup, however, we have a thermal cloud instead of a BEC, and a mean intra-cavity photon number much higher than one. Therefore, we developed a different model which is inspired by the previously mentioned work, but which is formulated in a classical framework and adds saturation effects at higher intensities. Such a treatment was also suggested by Lambrecht et al. [7] . The model describes the interplay of the intra-cavity light field and the atomic two-level population difference which is qualitively explained in figure 3 . Section III discusses the steady-state solution of the model while Section IV describes the dynamics of the system appearing as oscillations around the steady state.
FIG. 2.
The cavity transmission is measured in the presence of 150,000 atoms by keeping the cavity fixed while changing the pump laser frequency. When scanning in positive direction we record the orange trace, whereas in negative direction we see the black one. We observe a bistable region (∆pc = 1 . . . 7 κ/2) where two transmission values are possible depending on the scan direction. The blue line depicts our model (5) with the parameters A=16 and S=9.
In an empty cavity that is pumped by a laser beam with frequency ω p and an electric field amplitude E in , the intra-cavity field E cav evolves according to:
where κ is the cavity linewidth (FWHM), ∆ pc = ω p − ω c the detuning between the pump and the cavity frequency,
360 the power enhancement factor and T and R the transmittance and reflectivity of the cavity mirrors. The steady state solution of (1) is
This is a Lorentzian-shaped resonance curve, which is typical for an empty cavity. Atoms inside the cavity resemble an optical medium and therefore increase the optical cavity length and shift the cavity resonance. This leads to an effective detuning
which adds to ∆ pc in (2) and depends on the population difference N δ = N S − N P between ground and excited state and the shift due to a single maximally coupled atom g 2 0 /∆ ca where g 0 is the atom cavity coupling rate and ∆ ca = ω c − ω a the cavity atom detuning. A factor 1 3 arises from an average over the three possible directions of atomic orientation. Another factor 3 . The mechanism of dispersive bistability: An empty cavity shows a Lorentzian-shaped resonance curve (n0) when a pump laser is scanned across the cavity resonance frequency (ωc). Atoms inside the cavity act as a dispersive medium and shift the resonance curve depending on their number (n1,n2). In turn, the effective atom number depends on the intracavity light intensity. With increasing intensity, more and more atoms get pumped to the excited state; they become transparent to the pump light and do no cause a dissipative shift any more. This mutual influence between intra cavity light intensity and effective atom number alters the shape of the resonance curve. When the cavity is filled with atoms and its resonance (n2) is approached, the light intensity increases, bleaches a part of the atoms and therefore shifts the resonance frequency towards ωc (empty cavity). Each intensity level corresponds to a different position of the resonance curve as indicated by the green areas. For low intensities the resonance frequency shifts linearly with the intensity (n2 → n1) causing the resulting resonance curve (b) to be tilted. For higher intensities (I Isat) the optical pumping saturates as most of the atoms are already bleached, and the resonance shift reduces (n1 → n0) and the resulting curve (b) bends upwards at its tip.
transition is saturated (N δ =0) the atoms are transparent to this light. For two-level atoms N δ is given by:
A factor 4∆ 2 pa /Γ 2 in front of the on-resonance saturation intensity I sat accounts for the pump detuning with respect to the atomic resonance. Here we assume that ∆ pa = ∆ pc + ∆ ca ∆ ca since the pump-cavity detuning ∆ pc is small compared to ∆ pa and ∆ ca .
Inserting (4) into (3) and adding (3) to ∆ pc in (2) gives
In order to shorten this equation we introduce a normalized detuning∆ pc = 2∆ pc /κ, an intra-cavity intensityĨ cav = |E cav /E in | 2 /G that is normalized to its maximum value at resonance and two constants A and S leading toĨ The constant A is given by N g 2 0 /(3∆ ca κ) and expresses the atom-cavity interaction strength. The saturation parameter S = GI in Γ 2 /(4∆ 2 ca I sat ) is the ratio between the maximum intra-cavity intensity at resonance and the detuned saturation intensity. In our experiments we set A and S via the atom number N and the input intensity I in , respectively. The parameters of figure 2 (N 150000, I in = 135 µW) correspond to A = 20 and S = 12. A fit results in A = 16 and S = 9. Taking into account the uncertainties especially for estimating the atom number from the MOT stray light we consider this a decent agreement.
The parameters A and S define the shape of the resonance curve. The influence of A is shown in figure 4 . For A=0 the resonance curve is symmetric and centered at zero detuning. For larger values the curve gets increasingly shifted and tilted. For sufficiently high atom numbers it exhibits a bistable region with multiple solutions. However, only one of these solutions is realized at a time when performing measurements in real systems. The solution that is closest to the previous state of the system is always preferred. This leads to a hysteresis effect where one branch of solutions is followed when entering the bistable region from one side but another branch when entering from the opposite side. In figure 4b and 4c the high or the low intensity branch is realized when scanning in negative or positive direction, respectively. 
IV. OSCILLATIONS
Many of our scans, though not all of them, show oscillations of the cavity transmission at a µs-timescale. The previous plots (figure 2) were averaged to remove these fast oscillations. Now, we will focus on them.
The oscillations occur in both scanning directions throughout all the transmissive region. However, they are most evident in the upper bistable branch when scanning with decreasing detuning and using many atoms (250,000) as depicted in figure 5 . Even higher atom numbers tend to collapse the upper branch as the system gets too unstable and abruptly settles to the lower branch. The frequency of the oscillation changes between 100 and 300 kHz while scanning (figure 5b). When less atoms are used, the tail of the whole resonance shortens but the oscillation frequency at a certain detuning stays the same. Interestingly, the frequency is close to the atomic decay rate of 182 kHz even though a change of the transmission properties should be limited by the cavity decay (70 kHz).
For comparison we numerically simulate a scan with the parameters of figure 5, using (1) (adding (3) to ∆ pc ) for the evolution of the intracavity field and using
for the evolution of the population difference. These calculations also yield kHz-oscillations that change their frequency during the scan. However, the calculated frequencies are about four times smaller than the measured ones.
A similar discrepancy was found in [6] and needs further investigation.
V. DISCUSSION
Our observations are almost identical to the ones previously found in a BEC [6] and cold cesium [7] , but they are obtained in a different physical system. Therefore, a different mechanism of the atom-light interplay must be at work. In our model the atom-cavity coupling diminishes when part of the atoms are pumped to the excited state. In the opto-mechanical model the coupling decreases when atoms move from an anti-node to a node of the cavity lattice and for cesium it increases when the atoms are pumped to higher Zeeman states. Nevertheless, all mechanisms lead to mathematically similar equations and similar phenomena. Interestingly, our model also predicts oscillations but the calculated oscillation frequencies deviate from the observed ones by a factor of 4, similar to the result in [6] .
